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the fifth tool is office password breaker, which is a command-line tool that is not meant for non-
techies. it is a command-line tool that can only be used on a computer that is connected to the
internet. it is capable of breaking down password-protected documents in other formats, such as pdf,
html, and ppt files. the sixth tool is office password breaker, which is an add-in for internet explorer
and mozilla firefox. this tool is meant to be used on a computer that is connected to the internet. it is
an add-in for firefox and internet explorer. the tool is capable of breaking down password-protected
documents in other formats, such as pdf, html, and ppt files. this toolkit can help protect sensitive
information by providing the requisite tools to crack passwords, remove information from the
document, allow you to use a single password to protect all files or even allow you to create a unique
password for each file. this is an alternative to kmspico and kmspico portable for all office packages
to activate. the activation of office can be frustrating with kmspico and kmspico portable for different
reason, kmspico you have to buy activation key, and kmspico portable you can only run on windows
10. but if you have office 2013 activation, and you want to activate office 2010, office 2007, office
2003, then you need microsoft toolkit. you can choose to have one password to protect all office
2013 files, with one password for each document or even to assign a unique password for each
document. microsoft toolkit is a work-around for the vulnerability of the latest office's version to
crack windows 7/8/8.1, windows server 2008/2012/2016 and office 2010/2013/2016.
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